Full configuration interaction computer simulation study of the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of hydrated dielectrons.
The hydrated electron is a unique solvent-supported state comprised of an excess electron that is confined to a cavity by the surrounding water. Theoretical studies have suggested that two-electron solvent-supported states also can be formed; in particular, simulations indicate that two excess electrons could pair up and occupy a single cavity, forming a so-called hydrated dielectron. Although hydrated dielectrons have not been observed directly by experiment, their existence has been posited to explain the lack of an ionic strength effect in hydrated electron bimolecular annihilation [Schmidt, K. H.; Bartels, D. M. Chem. Phys. 1995, 190, 145]. To determine whether dielectrons may be created in the laboratory, we use thermodynamic integration (TI), combined with mixed quantum/classical molecular dynamics simulation, to examine the thermodynamic stability of hydrated electrons and dielectrons. For the dielectron calculations, we solve the two-electron quantum problem using full configuration interaction. Our results suggest that hydrated dielectrons are thermodynamically unstable relative to separated (single) hydrated electrons, although we also show that increasing the pressure could drive the equilibrium toward the formation of dielectrons. Because the simulations suggest that hydrated dielectrons are kinetically stable, we also examine a scenario for creating metstable, nonequilibrium populations of dielectrons, which involves the capture of a newly injected electron by a preexisting, equilibrated hydrated electron. These calculations, which allow for the full nonadiabatic relaxation of the injected electron, show that hydrated electrons may indeed act as trapping sites for unequilibrated electrons, so that capture may be a viable mechanism for creating dielectrons. We suggest possible experimental procedures to create such nonequilibrium hydrated dielectrons using either pulse radiolysis or ultrafast spectroscopic techniques.